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INSTALLATION PROCEDURES
EYROPRO CARBON ROAD HANDLEBARS

Thank you for your purchase of an Eyropro handlebar. In order to enjoy your Eyropro handlebar for many years please 
ensure the correct fitting procedures are followed.

We are sure you will enjoy your cycling more with an Eyropro handlebar.

 WARNING: CYCLING CAN BE DANGEROUS. BICYCLE PRODUCTS SHOULD BE INSTALLED AND SERVICED BY A PROFESSIONAL MECHANIC. NEVER MODIFY ⨻
YOUR BICYCLE OR ACCESSORIES.
READ AND FOLLOW ALL PRODUCT INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS INCLUDING INFORMATION ON THE MANUFACTURER’S WEBSITE. INSPECT YOUR BICYCLE 
BEFORE EVERY RIDE.

We recommend that you have this product installed and maintained by a professional bicycle mechanic. Please read
all instructions thoroughly before installing and using your new handlebar.

 WARNING:⨻
• Make certain your stem clamp is compatible with the handlebar before proceeding
• Eyropro does not recommend the use of clamp-on aero bars on Eyropro road handlebars.

You will need:
1. New inner cables (brake only if gear changer cable is external)
2. New outer pieces of cables for the handlebars only

(This piece should be 5 cm longer than your old outer cables)
3. New handlebar tape

Step 1 Remove handlebar tape, brake levers and old handlebars.

Step 2 Remove old inner cables (if gear changers are on outer of brake hoods leave this connected) from brake levers. Replace these 
with new cables.

Step 3 Before connecting the handlebar to the head stem thread inner cables through the front cable holes until visible through the 
rear cable holes. Using a small piece of wire hook the cables and ease these through the rear cable holes. Pull the cables all the way 
through and attach the handlebar and brake levers loosely.

Step 4 Thread the outer cables over the inner cables and push these through the rear cable holes, easing it through until it comes 
out the front cable holes. Do this for each cable. Holding the cable tight helps to ease it through.
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Step 5 To find the correct alignment set your handlebar at between 3 – 5 degrees viewing your drops from the side. 
Tighten head stem bolts using the manufacturers specifications. Your Eyropro is recommended to be 
tightened to 6Nm. Ensure the handlebar cannot twist.

Step 6 Set your brake levers to the correct position. Ideally the hoods will be slightly elevated so when you grab the 
hoods your arms feels comfortable. Tighten to your manufacturers specifications or 4Nm. Ensure the hoods 
are tight.

Step 7 Attach cables to your bike and adjust gears and brakes (if required) as necessary. Ensure the brakes and gears 
are working properly before riding.
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Step 8 Use electrician tape to secure the cables near the brake levers.

Step 9 Attach new handlebar tape to your desired length.

WARNING: ENSURE YOUR HANDLEBAR AND BRAKE LEVERS ARE CORRECTLY FITTED TO YOUR HEADSTEM AND HANDLEBARS FOLLOWING PRESCRIBED 
TORQUE SETTINGS

⨻ WARNING
Regularly inspect your carbon handlebars for:
Cracks—Inspect for cracks, broken or splintered areas.
Any crack is serious. Do not ride any bicycle or component that has a crack of any size.
Delamination—Composites are made from layers of fabric.
Delamination means that the layers of fabric are no longer bonded together. Do not ride any bicycle or component that has any delamination. 
These are some delamination clues:
1. A cloudy or white area. This kind of area looks different from the ordinary undamaged areas. Undamaged areas will look glassy, shiny or “deep,” as if one 
was looking into a clear liquid. Delaminated areas will look opaque and cloudy.
2. Bulging or deformed shape. If delamination occurs, the surface shape may change. The surface may have a bump, a bulge, soft spot, or not be smooth 
and fair.
3. A difference in sound when tapping the surface. If you gently tap the surface of an undamaged composite you will hear
a consistent sound, usually hard and sharp. If you then tap a delaminated area, you will hear a different sound, usually
duller, less sharp.
Unusual Noises—Either a crack or delamination can cause creaking noises while riding. Think about such a noise as
a serious warning signal. A well-maintained bicycle will be very quiet and free of creaks and squeaks. Investigate and find the source of any noise. It may 
not be a crack or delamination, but whatever is causing the noise must be fixed before riding.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Eyropro handlebars have a limited 2 year manufacturers warranty against defects in material and workmanship, subject to the limitations detailed below;
Save your invoice as proof of purchase
NOTE: All warranty periods below apply to original owner only

This warranty does not cover the following:
• Damage due to improper assembly or follow-up maintenance or lack of skill, competence or experience of the user
or assembler.
• Products that have been modified, neglected, or used for commercial purposes such as rental, courier, police, security, misused or abused, involved in 
accidents or anything other than normal use.
• Damage to carbon fibre caused by any carbon assembly paste
• Normal wear and tear.

TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, THESE WARRANTIES ARE EXCLUSIVE AND THERE ARE NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS INCLUDING WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE.
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